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About This Content

Includes 4 unique ability and wargear items to equip your squad with.

VENOMOUS TALONS: Attacks upon the enemy now have a guaranteed chance to stun and poison them for a short
duration.

POISONOUS CYSTS: After taking a fixed amount of melee damage your Swarmlord will now spray a poison cloud
that damages your enemies.

SHADOW IN THE WARP: When hit you now convert some of that damage to energy to power your abilities.

WARP FIELD: Calls forth an energy shield to protect your character from damage.
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I stumbled upon the developer working on this on a live-stream and after watching him working on it on a few different
occasions I just had to pick it up. I definitely wasn't disappointed, it's as fun to play as it looks!

Also, I've had an xbox controller laying around gathering dust, so this game also afforded me the perfect chance to dust that off
and erase the guilt of wastefully buying a gamepad I never use. So that's a plus.

It's very much outside of the genres I normally play so I can't provide the same in-depth analysis I normally would in a review
since I have little to compare it to (it's been decades since I played a brawler; last one was streets of rage on my mega drive, a
long time ago). I am hardly a brawling game connoisseur though so I'm just going to leave it to others to delve into the fighting
mechanics in depth. But, I will say that to me the fighting mechanics felt satisfying and enjoyable.

The game includes many fun elements, such as destructable environments, leveling up of abilities, and what basically amounts to
a bestiary (I can't remember what it's called in the game but it lets you see the enemies and their stats). I especially enjoyed the
way the developer designed the end of level bosses: making clever use of props and\/or minor characters and combining them
into some power-rangers-esque combination mega-zord enemy. Starting off simple; with the jock riding a football quarter back,
and increasing in elaborateness all the way up to the drama level's prop-monster that's featured prominently in the trailer. At the
end of the day, all your enemies are fellow students who are bullying the main character, so I have to admire the developer's
creativity at being able to spin what are basically just fellow students into so many interesting boss varieties!

Overall it's a solid game that's fun to play, doesn't take itself seriously, and manages to do interesting things with the elements
available to it via the world and the story.. As a player of the modification, i can say: This has much potential, but it have a lot of
work left. I will keep an eye on it and hope the development wont stop. What it needs is polish. Contentwise there is enough.
When it feels like the old mod i will come back fore sure. I really hope the development wont stop, because its a Battlefield
Vietnam :D. This game really is the next type of GD game. Amazing!. As someone who's not from the UK, I was surprised by
this train. It feels like an old and crappy DMU, but the noise it makes is lovely. The train has 4 gears, which certainly gives it
another flavour. Regardless of the gears, it's still pretty easy to control. I just wish it had a few more scenarios included.. The
last chapter from the previous 2 games, this is more disturbing and has more difficult puzzles than the previous 2 games.
Involving jumpscares as well, but I noticed it also lack the same feeling from Underworld where you would feel at any moment
you would get chased by a creature. But still, there are still some chase scenes and the disturbance throughout the game really
makes it even more horrifying. It also really goes from what the title of this game is saying too.. The game that was the prelude
to the best shooter I've played, to date...Borderlands. Great characters, graphics that hold up well enough for today, classic looter
shooter gameplay with a really good feel to the weapons and nice variety. You're always excited to open a chest, just to see what
new weapon you'll get, unlike some other games (...cough...Destiny...cough...) where you're just looking for a higher number. I
would say that I think this game suffers a little from the brown\/grey craze, though only a little.

Overall fantastic game, though Borderlands 2 really perfected this.. UPDATED REVIEW!!

I have gone through every single route and I can say without a doubt that this is one of the best Visual Romance Novels you can
get on steam. Artwork is gorgeous, bgm is fitting, and the story itself is well written, and there is alot of content to play through
with 5 different heroines. Some parts of the story may come across as bland due to overused romace tropes, but I was personaly
moved by each and every one of the endings (I cried a little at the one ending). If youve been wanting a good Romance\/Slice of
life novel to play that has a good amount of content in it, I would highly recomend this game.
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This is a reimagining of the Pelorian Wars RPGMaker game into more of a tactical RPG. It is slightly more streamlined and
straightforward. Would recommend.. Great scenery.. Pro:
-Gameplay is simple yet ejoyable.
-Ships, stations and character designs are nice.
-Good writing.

Con:
-A little rough in some aspects, specially graphics and sound, but considering the low price tag, I'd say it\u00b4s good enough.
-Encountered a few bugs, nothing game-breaking, but still annoying.

Overall, it\u00b4s a nice and simple space shooter with Asteroids-like controls and some RPG elements. Worth the experience..
where is the opera house , sydney harbour bridge............ I really enjoyed this game and its reworking of the classic survival
horror genre. Visuals suit the tone of the game and I look forward to the next episodes. Please don't take too long.. Beautiful
Story
Amazing Artwork
Living Character

An underrated VN that translates stunning storyline into words and scenes. It has 7(6?) different endings and every single route
is a must play. It's also fair to say to that player needs be emotionally prepared before encountering an unexpected turning point.
Some parts can be a little cringy but still sweet to read. This VN is remarkably memorable even after finish the entire story. I
would love to see how the second of this serie turns out to be (D.S.I.F). Just a fair waning that don't read the description of the
second volume before finsihing the first one. (I know there are almost few to none people as stupid as me to read it beforehand
and got a little spoiler, but still). If you don't mind the price and have some spared time to enjoy a beautiful story, this one has
its potential.
Farewell, comrades.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 YEAH! SONIC!. Despite all the hateful reviews, I bought this game. ( I also
played Dawn of magic 1) While I didn't expect much from this, for some reason I got hooked. Some people say that the Story
and Combat are garbage in this game. Well, the story makes no sense unless you've played the first one. And the combat is
focused around magic, It's literarly impossible to play a Warrior or a Rougue in this game. It's revolved around magic. A Cool
feature that is VERY rare is that the more magic you learn, the more pimped your character becomes. I just bought a tornado
spell and my character grew wings. At first i was like wtf but then , when you think about it, it's a really cool adition. IMO it's
worth the money, especially when it's on sale. Too bad nobody gives this a chance. =(
My rating is 7\/10 - good but definately needs some polish to get people's attention.
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